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SHARED STORIES
A UM STUDY ABOUT THE NEW GLOBAL LUXURY STORY TELLERS MOVING THROUGH
LONDON, MOSCOW, RIYADH, JEDDAH, DUBAI, SHANGHAI AND HONG KONG.
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THE LUXURY OF BEING CURIOUS
Luxury has always been about stories; stories of

with media. And, whilst some of the changes can

heritage, stories of desire, stories of beauty. These

be deemed as a natural evolution in the adoption

stories have remained in the hands of brands –

of new technologies, most seem incongruous in a

narrated by them, to their consumers. Our study

traditionally discrete and brand-centric category.

has set us on a new path, pointing to a clear

Luxury consumers have changed and we’re curious

disruption to this pattern. We’re excited.

as to how and why that is the case.

Storytelling is changing hands. Today, in order to

“Shared Stories” looks at the most dynamic

successfully engage the global luxury storytellers,

segments of global luxury citizens - Russian,

a brand must share the storytelling canvas with

Chinese and Middle Eastern shoppers - as they

consumers – allowing them to customise it for their

move across key retail markets. It points at how

own needs, and make it their own. This is not simply

brands can create, associate with and respond to

about being on new platforms or becoming more

cultural and personal moments that consumers

‘social’. It is about co-creating stories, providing

want to share.

space and tools for this creation and understanding
the delicate nuances between three distinct types
of global luxury consumer.

Our initial wave of research and analysis took us
to Moscow, Dubai, Riyadh, Jeddah, Hong Kong,
Shanghai and back to London. What you are

Our work with successful luxury brands, including

reading is a snapshot of our findings, and the

Tiffany & Co. and Harrods, combined with global

foundations

focus groups, local market quantitative studies and

approach in the category. Behind the study lies

seven years’ worth of social media analysis from

extensive and detailed data by consumer, by

our proprietary Wave tracker, has led us to identify

market and by category, ready to yield customised,

a shift in how consumers of luxury goods engage

winning media strategies.
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METHODOLOGY

SEVEN YEARS IN THE MAKING
Seven years of quantitative social and digital analysis through Wave has revealed a series of theories,
which we tested in markets through qualitative research. We tested and strengthened our data analysis
through deep-dive local market research, as well as focus groups and interviews with consumers,
bloggers, academics and trend professionals operating in the luxury space.

•

Luxury focus groups in Riyadh, Shanghai &

•

Moscow with high net worth +$10,000/year
luxury spend
•

Wave Social Media survey 20,000+ affluent/
luxury consumers globally

•

In-depth

ethnographic

London quantitative survey of 200 luxury
shoppers

•

Interviews with cultural leaders & bloggers

•

Social listening across Twitter/Instagram/
Wechat/Weibo

partnership

with

Central St. Martins design students
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Search pattern analysis from Reprise
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CURIOSITY WORKS
ON USING THIS BOOK

THIS BOOK WILL

We all know the data around the growing numbers

•

of traveling luxury consumers: more consumers
are traveling to more places, and spending more
money on a more diverse group of brands.

Help you understand three distinct new
consumer segments

•

Show you commonalities and distinctions that
make a difference in the way you market to

Our curiosity took us beyond those numbers. And
the more we understood people’s needs and
motivations, the more our desire to tell clients

individual consumers
•

Help you identify bigger storytelling and
media opportunities

about it grew. So our story became a shared one.
We have catalogued our most powerful insights
and curiosities to help you assess where you are
today in relation to changing luxury behaviours.

IT IS THE START OF A CONVERSATION WE WOULD LOVE TO HAVE WITH YOU.
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THE NEW GLOBAL LUXURY STORY TELLERS

THREE SHARED CURIOSITIES
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1.

2.

TO BE ABLE TO CRAFT
THEIR OWN STORIES

THEY WANT TO BE GLOBAL,
BY BEING LOCAL

Luxury has always been about storytelling.
The paradigm shift: It’s not just the story about a
product or brand, but now the story it tells about them
as global citizens.

3.
BRAND EXPERIENCES: POWERED
DIGITALLY AND SHARED

They like to be recognised as the global citizens they

The traditional journey has been disrupted through

are, knowledgeable and adaptable to various cultures

the adoption of simultaneous behaviours off & online.

rather than type cast by their own nationalities.

Home & Away have converged, exclusivity is now able

Yet still want to feel proud of where they come

to be published, and purchase is linked to travel and

from too.

experience throughout the consumer journey.

narratives in the right form to help them craft

Brands can resolve the tension bet ween global

Exclusivity is now able to be publicised.

their own.

vs. local by accepting local cultural cues as

We need to give them the right kind of

being equally global cues as well.

Purchase is linked to travel & experiences throughout
this journey.
The new luxury model is still above all a mind set &
series of experiences to transcend the ordinary.

Yet now we have more data than ever before to
target more efficiently throughout the journey.
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THE NEW TRAVELING
STORYTELLERS
FROM SHARED CURIOSITIES TO UNIQUE SEGMENTS

Understanding the nuances of these three diverging
consumer groups is the foundation for creating
shared stories with brands. Let us introduce you
to them...
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THE ESSAYISTS

CHINA

THE AUTOBIOGRAPHERS

RUSSIA
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THE FREESTYLE POETS

MIDDLE EAST

CHINA

THE ESSAYISTS
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CHINA / THE ESSAYISTS
– Yoanna Liu, fashion blogger peaceyoa.blog.sohu.com
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THEIR STORY
Meet the most avid story sharers in the category.

“My dream brand must have a long story...”

They want to know and tell everything about an

– Hui

experience or a brand.

“I bought a Tiffany piece because of the movie

To the Essayist, luxury means understanding what it

Breakfast at Tiffany’s.”

means to live like the locals in any city; embracing

– Xui Li

culture, knowledge and understanding what a
brand truly stands for and where it comes from.
They will take this information and craft their

“Every detail should be considered carefully,
the whole trip should feel like a ceremony.”
– Mei

own stories.
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CHINA / THE ESSAYISTS

THEIR MEANING OF LUXURY
For our Essayists, ‘luxury’ means living like the
locals, and absorbing all the culture and knowledge
that they can. They want authentic experiences that
they cannot access at home, and are hungry to
share stories and opinions based on expertise and
cultural relevance.
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LUXURY EXPERIENCE

LUXURY DESTINATION

LOCAL LUXURY

“We would have a cup of coffee on the street

“We go to Switzerland every year, and there

“When I am in England, I go to many places

acting like local people, time slipped away

are a lot of rare luxuries.”

which have few tourists. I’ve been longing to

quickly. I like this kind of travel.”

– Li, 39

visit the Chelsea Flower Show so I’ve planned
a trip. Besides the Flower Show, I’ve included

– Shang, 29

Wesley Garden, The Royal Botanical Garden...”
– Bai, 32
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CHINA / THE ESSAYISTS

THEIR NEEDS

LEARNING IS THE CORE
DRIVER FOR ESSAYISTS
Our Essayists are clearly interested in learning
access to content above anything else. Feed them
stories in full detail, and let them create…
Source: Wave 7
Question: Which of the following (social networks)
does a good job when you want to...
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CHINA / THE ESSAYISTS

MEDIA IN MIND
GIVE THEM TOOLS TO MAKE THESE STORIES THEIR OWN.

Chinese Luxury consumers are voraciously engaged
online, consuming content but also now creating.
And the numbers continue to grow.
While penetration figures are high for most online
activities, interestingly our audience are far more
likely than the general luxury consumer to actively
create content by microblogging, posting their own
stories for blogs and uploading video clips to
shared sites. Therefore, they are your ideal brand
advocates.
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100 index point

Visit an official
company/brand website
Use a microblogging
service
Use an instant
messaging service
Read blogs &
weblogs online
Watch video
clips online
Share your
location
Post / write stories for
own blog / weblog
Upload clip to video
sharing website
Create a video
to upload online
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

PENETRATION

WAVE 6 PENETRATION

Q: “WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES HAVE YOU DONE ONLINE IN THE LAST 6 MONTHS?”

WAVE 7 PENETRATION

Source: UM Wave 6 & 7
Base: Interested & Talk About Luxury Goods
Audience: Chinese Consumers with High Incomes

WAVE 7 INDEX
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CHINA / THE ESSAYISTS

FROM STORY TO ACTION
LEARNING & ACCESS TO KNOWLEDGE

A selection of luxury brand stories that appeal to
our Essayist’s desire for immersive experiences and
fuel their need for brand information.
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HERMES - “NO COMMENT”

CHRISTIAN DIOR – HARRODS
EXHIBITION

Showing the maison’s artisans at work to reinforce

Creating the ultimate consumer moment through an

Their new Pass app meets this audiences need to

story of craftsmanship via online video.

extraordinary physical experience combining

continually access the latest content in a digitally

shopping & storytelling.

LOUIS VUITTON - PASS APP

exclusive way: modern storytelling enabled by
technology and linked to offline media channels via
NFC technology.
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CHINA / THE ESSAYISTS
– Excerpt from T like Bubble Tea, travel blog of “ a nomad” living in Hong Kong
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RICH CURIOSITIES
A selection of rich curiosities from our conversations with Essayists in Shanghai and London, which bring to life this audience’s need for knowledge and real experiences.
Especially highlighting concerns about authenticity at home and how this drives their choices abroad.

CHOOSE TO TELL THE MOST
AUTHENTIC STORIES

KEEP PARTNERSHIPS
VERY LOCAL

DIGITAL BRINGS PEOPLE TO
YOU INSTANTLY

Hunger for real experiences but still out

Differentiating from the masses, demonstrating

Seeking digital connections that transcend the

of the “ordinary”.

sophistication

functional, feeling luxurious and exclusive.

“Chinese tastes are changing. There’s a very

through

knowledge

and

cultural

references.

“Retailers send me pictures of new products,

big emphasis by locals to have experiences

“Actually, the European hotels are great.

and I’ll buy the limited edition ones instantly.

and products that are truly authentic and real.

Besides the international chain hotels, there are

The picture can be sent through WeChat

Sometimes in China it’s hard to know whether

family hotels. The family hotel has few rooms,

directly.”

what you experience is real.”

about 20 to 30, but all members of the service,

– Zhu, 31

– Daniel Kong, HK based blogger

like the steward, the waiter and the chef are all
from one family. It’s a bit more expensive than
other hotels owing to its rareness. I’m addicted
to finding this kind of hotel.”
– Yu Ting, 29
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CHINA / THE ESSAYISTS

AN INSTANT BRIEF FOR
SHARED STORIES
At UM we build strategies around consumer
moments. It helps us to plan highly effective,
consumer centric, balanced media campaigns. The
three types of moments we have identified are
moments to create, moments to associate and
moments to respond. We used them here to
demonstrate our findings in action.
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MOMENTS TO CREATE

MOMENTS TO ASSOCIATE

MOMENTS TO RESPOND

LONG & DEEP

AUTHENTIC & CULTURAL

STRONG VALUES & SHARE

Give background and behind-the-scenes.

Real and immersive, not accessible in China.

Have a point of view, empower and let share.
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RUSSIA

THE AUTOBIOGRAPHERS
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RUSSIA / THE AUTOBIOGRAPHERS
For the autobiographers, sharing through social media is a fanastic opportunity to craft their own stories - even going to the extent of hiring a
professional photographer to take their travel photos.
– Class Is Internal, Instagram
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THEIR STORY
The worlds most effective self-promoters, our Autobiographers like to take control over their own stories
and define their own destinies, placing design and modernity over heritage and quality, but with a
romantic nod to the classics. They love fame, beauty, newness – and use social media to carefully craft

“There is a slow shift from major restaurateurs

the name of the place but in a cool mix or

who monopolized the industry and were

abbreviation. They also started opening an

in charge of opening hip places in moscow

entire brand under their names, e.g. bar, line

to basically their customers opening their

of sweatshirts or dresses, or concept store. i

own places. Young people have knowledge

think it is important that ’traditional’ luxury

of good food, possibilities in the the cit y

restaurants and clubs they way the looked

and they also very well connected bet ween

in 2009, 2010 are not relevant among the

each other. As a result, new small places

intellectual ’new moscow’ crowd.”

keep appearing and attract the moscow

- Evgenia, CSM Innovation Management Student

crowd. They often use their own name as
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RUSSIA / THE AUTOBIOGRAPHERS

THEIR MEANING OF LUXURY
To our Autobiographers, ‘luxury’ means living the good life to perfection. It is imperative that brands help
them to define their own destinies, whilst reflecting a new cultural identity - in which design and modernity
are key. This group loves detail, but with a romantic nod to the classics and Russian past.

“There is no luxury heritage - you can’t have

“We spend money like no one else. We

your grandmother’s handbag so you buy

behave as if the world is ours.”

everything yourself.”

– Natasha, 33

– Olga, 24
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LUXURY MOMENT:

LUXURY DESTINATION:

LUXURY EXPERIENCE:

Travelling anywhere in personalised style.

Dubai for status & prestige, and living the good life.

Glamorous celebration in a beautiful hotel
in South of France
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RUSSIA / THE AUTOBIOGRAPHERS

THEIR NEEDS
Russians are not shy about promoting themselves,
and recognition is the main driver behind their
storytelling behavior. Societal signifiers are hugely
important.
Source: Wave 7
Question: Which of the following (social networks)
does a good job when you want to...
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RUSSIA / THE AUTOBIOGRAPHERS

MEDIA IN MIND
It’s all about image. Think of this consumer as the
visual curator of the luxury world in the digital
space – and help make them famous.
Source: UM Wave 7
Base: Interested & Talk About Luxury Goods
Audience: Russian Consumers with High Incomes
Q: ‘Thinking about the things you said you have
shared online with others, please select the reasons
for sharing them from those below. ?’
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Russian Luxury Consumer

To feel better

General Luxury Consumer

connected to others
To share my appreciation
with others

50%
45%

TO BE THE FIRST TO SHARE
SOMETHING NEW

40%
35%

To help express your

To influence the

30%

emotions or feelings

opinion of others

25%
20%
15%
10%

To connect with

TO ENTERTAIN
OTHERS

5%

someone new

0%

To make
someone laugh

To make an
experience better

To hear other people’s

TO SHARE SOMETHING
INTERESTING

opinions

HOW TO READ THE DATA:

To earn respect

To help others

This line graph indicates that our Autobiographers motivations for
sharing online is driven by a strong desire to curate the perfect
image rather than connect with others.
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RUSSIA / THE AUTOBIOGRAPHERS

FROM STORY TO ACTION
Some examples of brand stories that appeal to our
Autobiographers’ desire for self-promotion and
recognition via the most beautiful executions.
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FERRAGAMO - L’ICONA

MR PORTER – GLOBAL STYLE

Celebrating modern trend setters & their individual

Fame and self-promotion: sharing your own style

style with customised Vara pumps, presented via a

globally via an interactive consumer generated

visually beautiful online campaign

digital map.
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RUSSIA / THE AUTOBIOGRAPHERS
– Miroslava Duma at NY Fashion Week, 2014. @miraduma instagram
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RICH CURIOSITIES
RECOGNITION & PROMOTION

A selection of rich curiosities from our focus groups in Moscow and London, highlighting our Autobiographers’ love of ‘selfies’ and the importance of brands as they curate
their image online.

NODS TO RUSSIAN-NESS

HASHTAGS RULE
love

flaunting

their

brand

choices

MAKE YOUR CONSUMERS
YOUR CELEBRITIES
and

“It- girls and fashionistas like Mira Duma,

Soviet mind set still shapes Luxury values with a

They

romanticism about the past, but years of austerity

associations via media, so listening to these social

Lena Perminova, etc are a strong influence for

mean respect for new, beautiful & reimagined.

connectors and influencers is more important

younger audiences. Instagram is where the

#MadeInRussia

than ever.

whole fashion crowd is. The celebrities who
drive the market are designers, models, it- girls
rather than singers or actresses.”
– Instyle, Moscow
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RUSSIA / THE AUTOBIOGRAPHERS

AN INSTANT BRIEF FOR
SHARED STORIES
At UM we build strategies around consumer
moments. It helps us to plan highly effective,
consumer centric, balanced media campaigns. The
three types of moments we have identified are
moments to create, moments to associate and
moments to respond. We used them here to
demonstrate our findings in action.
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MOMENTS TO CREATE

MOMENTS TO ASSOCIATE

MOMENTS TO RESPOND

VISUAL & LUSH

DRAMATIC & FUTURISTIC

FAMOUS & RECOGNISABLE

Imagery must be beautiful and perfect.

Needs to make a statement, mixing old & new.

They’ll make your product hero, give them
first access.
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MIDDLE EAST

THE FREESTYLE POETS
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MIDDLE EAST / THE FREEST YLE POETS
– Ascia, blogger, hybridheadpiece.com
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THEIR STORY
The Middle Eastern consumer has been in the luxury space longer than any other, but has always had to
navigate strong social and cultural norms. Now, the ‘coming-of-age’ generation is eager to discover new
and more experimental brands that allow them to express their unique identities, whilst remaining loyal
to more established luxury houses and keeping that familial approval. Their parents are the traditional
poets, and they still hold on to more classical values and tastes.

“We become cool hunters for unexpected

street look with the best qualit y. We are still

luxuries. Even when looking at huge fashion

very much into the qualit y of things but we

houses such as Givenchy and Saint Laurent

don’t mind if they don’t look the part. The

the youth tends to go for the more peculiar

t weens are starting to be more experimental.

pieces (Bambi sweater? Yes please!) We’re

I believe this generation is more risky when it

taking a more young approach to established

comes to outer appearance.”

fashion houses. We’ve become more into the

– Reem, CSM Student
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MIDDLE EAST / THE FREEST YLE POETS

THEIR MEANING OF LUXURY
For the The Freestyle Poets, luxury is nothing new

“My media habits change drastically when

and has always been a part of their lives. Now

I travel. I don’t resort to the media when

there is a growing movement away from traditional

I am abroad as I get to see people that are

social codes to new and emerging designs.

not covered with their abayas. I am inspired

However, they need to have a rationale for their

by the people I see walking the streets

iconoclasm as familial norms still dictate behaviours

in London”

and purchase. Especially for the many formal

– Maya, 25

events they must attend each month.
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LUXURY MOMENT

Exclusive access to full collections, not just the

LUXURY DESTINATION

South of France for discrete elegance & culture.

classic pieces, but also the more “peculiar”

LUXURY EXPERIENCE

Being able to express your character, creativity and
knowledge at the right time & place.

or edgy ones.
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MIDDLE EAST / THE FREEST YLE POETS

THEIR NEEDS
There is a real energy amongst this group to
establish new codes. Help them learn, and give
them the proof they need to gain approval.
Source: Wave 7
Question: Which of the following (social networks)
does a good job when you want to...
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LEARNING

DIVERSION

RELATIONSHIP
PROGRESSION

RECOGNITION
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MIDDLE EAST / THE FREEST YLE POETS

MEDIA IN MIND
AS THEY SEEK NEW BRANDS AND EVENTUALLY PARENTAL APPROVAL, DIGITAL HAS
BECOME THE “ESCAPE ROUTE” TO EXPLORE FREELY.

Q: ‘Thinking about the kind of interactions you
would like to have with brands & companies
that make or provide LUXURY GOODS, please
tell us which 3 of the following interactions
you would most like to have with these
companies.’
Source: UM Wave 7
Base: Interested & Talk About Luxury Goods
Audience: Middle Eastern Consumers with
High Incomes
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An opportunity to

Middle East Luxury Consumer

learn something new

Global Luxury Consumer
An opportunity to display

50%

my interest or support

45%

Help and advice

40%
35%

Help to develop my skills

An opportunity to

30%

and abilities

help others

25%
20%
15%
10%

ACCESS TO THE LATEST
NEWS ABOUT LUXURY
GOODS

Help to relax and escape

5%

from everyday life

0%

An opportunity to express my
own opinions and experiences

Help to connect with
other people just like me

Help to create something

An opportunity to influence

worth sharing

HOW TO READ THE DATA:
This line graph shows that compared to the global luxury consumer,
the Freestyle Poets want access to news and entertaining content.
These interactions are what they want most when interacting with
luxury brands.

the way products are made

ACCESS TO
ENTERTAINING CONTENT
AND EXPERIENCES
59
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A personal response to
my issues and complaints

MIDDLE EAST / THE FREEST YLE POETS

FROM STORY TO ACTION
EXPLORATION & PROGRESSION

Some examples of luxury brand stories that appeal
to our Freestyle Poets’ desire for exploration
and progression. Social objects linked to real world
experiences for users of the brand.
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FENDI – BAG BUGS

SAMSUNG - ALEXANDER WANG

Quirky, irreverent & whimsical – choose a bag bug

Empowering aspiring creative influencers via design

that’s unique to you via an interactive online “game”

associations & technology.
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MIDDLE EAST / THE FREEST YLE POETS

71
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RICH CURIOSITIES
A selection of rich curiosities from our focus groups in Riyadh, Jeddah, Dubai and London, highlighting our Freestyle Poet’s love of digital exploration and how this is
fuelling progression.

USE THE ENERGY OF CHANGE,
WITHOUT TRANSGRESSING
SOCIAL CODES

DELIVER THE RIGHT
CREATIVE CUES

EMBRACE THE NEW AGE OF
EXPLORATION

It’s a time of transition for this ‘coming of age’

From within these strict societal codes, social media

Social media and travel have become the window to

generation, as they move away from the rules & strict

allows this group to step out of the mould and express

the world, allowing our The Freestyle Poets to see

behavioural codes mapped out by their families and

their individuality. They like brands that allow them to

trends & clothing on others

society, to expressing personal taste and character

do this, and give them the authority to be different.

“My parents used to travel a lot and when they

“I t ype “#fashion” and i browse everything on

and other times for a fun trip. But mainly I travel

arrived at the hotel, they would start asking

instagram to find trends.”

for exposure and learning more from other

for information. For us, we travel and we know

– Maya, 25

cultures.”

where to go.”

“I visit a lot of places, sometimes for shopping

– Sahar, 33

– Duna, 27
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MIDDLE EAST / THE FREEST YLE POETS

THE RICHEST CURIOSITY
ALLOW INCREASING EMPOWERMENT FOR WOMEN & ENTREPRENEURIAL OPPORTUNITIES

For our Freestyle Poets, social is a serious business,
and a means of empowerment. It opens up a new
world for consumers, introducing them to new
brands and even allowing them to buy and sell
goods. It gives them permission to break the rules.
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MIDDLE EAST / THE FREEST YLE POETS

AN INSTANT BRIEF FOR
SHARED STORIES
At UM we build strategies around consumer
moments. It helps us to plan highly effective,
consumer centric, balanced media campaigns. The
three types of moments we have identified are
moments to create, moments to associate and
moments to respond. We used them here to
demonstrate our findings in action.
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MOMENTS TO CREATE

MOMENTS TO ASSOCIATE

MOMENTS TO RESPOND

EXPRESSIVE & INFLUENTIAL:

ELITE & SOPHISTICATED

SITUATIONAL

Cutting edge & worn by influencers.

Signifiers of quality and status. Leverage established

Create the context for wearability.

credibility of brands for validation.
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A FUTURE OF SHARED STORIES
Digital is applauded as the channel that opened up

mainstream

behaviours

there is a real step change as tech giants hire luxury

the previously closed world of luxury and made it

(technologies), it is no surprise that the shifting

adoption

of

new

fashion heavy weights such ex-Burberry CEO Arhendts

accessible to everyone. Global travellers’ spending

dynamics between luxury and technology is the new

at Apple. As the purveyors of taste, luxury brands are

power clearly accelerated the pace of this change,

battleground. Across the board, in March 2014,

well placed to lead in this space, having the edge on

alongside changing consumer shopping behaviour.

Apple announced its first in car operating system with

technology brands when it comes to iconic global

New rules have since been carved out for navigating

Ferrari and Mercedes-Benz. Rupert Stadler, chairman

brand stature. With wearable technology predicted to

a luxury brand in this digital era, with a constant

of Audi, heralded a new era of “connected cars” that

be worth $8.6 billion by 2018, there is everything to

balance between new ways of engaging audiences

would see automobiles become “the largest social

play for.

and maintaining a brand’s luxury kudos.

mobile devices we own.” Elsewhere, the talking point
remains wearable technology. Google already staked

This book has shown the ever-changing canvass on

its claim in wearable devices, recently announcing a

which luxury stories are now co-created, and

new toolkit for developers to create sophisticated

technology is the keynote of the story. We’re curious

wearables, no doubt with the ambition to become the

to see how the narrative unfolds in the shared story

go to platform for wearable technology.

between the worlds of luxury and technology.
As typically affluent early adopters tend to shape the

Demand for wearable technology will rest on high end
design and building fashion credibility so naturally
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Our studies and travels have taken us down many
paths and introduced us to some very exciting – and
inspiring – new trends in the luxury space. We are
delighted to have been able to share our stories with
you, and we hope it can be the start of an interesting
conversation.

– Botanique hotel, Brazil
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CONSTANTLY EVOLVING
CONVERSATIONS
As the landscape evolves, and consumers in
outh East Asia, Brazil and India start to take centre
stage, the luxury story will continue to be shared.
We’ll continue to uncover new trends and consumer
segments during this evolution, helping you to plan
more relevant media strategies to the global
luxury citizen.
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FOR MORE INFORMATION OR FULL PRESENTATION, CONTACT:
LONDON.LUXURY@UMWW.COM
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